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TRANSFORMATION

BY

GERALDINE A. COON and DOROTHY L. BERNSTEIN

The double Laplace integral taken over the first quadrant Q

Xe~ax~tvF(x, y)d(x, y), x, y real, s, t complex,

has been the subject of several systematic investigations^). It is the purpose

of this paper to develop further properties of the transformation including

conditions for transforming derivatives, integrals, and convolutions. The

fundamental assumption is bounded convergence of the integral, but several

new types of convergence, less restrictive than absolute convergence, will be

introduced for use in problems involving iteration of the transform.

1. Introduction. The Laplace transform is a nonabsolutely convergent in-

finite integral ; it is therefore necessary to investigate the behavior of functions

which are summable in every finite rectangle without necessarily being sum-

mable in the infinite quadrant. In this connection classes of functions called

S», S, S are introduced. It is also useful to introduce classes Ax, A, A*, gen-

eralizations of functions absolutely continuous in every finite interval or

rectangle. This section contains properties of these classes which are needed

in later proofs. It is possible to begin reading with §2 where the double trans-

form is first defined and to refer to the lemmas of this section when necessary.

Let 5 be a measurable kernel of the interval /: 0^x< », that is, 5ÇTJ

and the Lebesgue measure m(I—S) =0. A function F defined in S is said to

be in class Sx if the equivalent function F0 defined in I by

Fo(x) = F(x)    (xGS);       Fo(x) =0    (x G / - S)

is Lebesgue summable in every finite interval Ix: O^x^X. By f*F(x)dx

we mean frxFo(x)dx, which is equal to fs-ixF(x)dx. The function i> defined in

I by the equation <b(x) =fj¡F(u)du is absolutely continuous in every Ix-

A function F(x) defined on J°: 0<x< °o is said to be of class Ax whenever
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F(+0) exists and is finite and the function Fi defined on / by the equations

Fi(0) = F(+0), Fi(x) = .F(x) for x>0 is absolutely continuous on every Ix.

A necessary and sufficient condition that F(x), defined on Io, be in class Ax

is that F(+0) exist, that F'(x) exist almost everywhere on I and be in class

S«, and that for all x in Io, F(x) = F(+0)+f0xF'(u)du. The sufficiency is ob-

vious. If F is in Ax, then F{ (x) exists almost everywhere in every Ix and(2)

F1(x)=Fi(0)+fi¡F{(u)du. If 5 is the set of points on P where F'(x)=F{(x)

exists, then m(I — S)=limn m(In — S-In) =lim„ 0 = 0. Hence, F'£Sx and the

necessity is proved.

When F(x) is in class Ax and s is any complex number, the following

formula for integration by parts(3) holds for X>0,

/• X /» xe-°*F'(x)dx = e-*xF(X) - F(+0) + s I    e~sxF(x)dx.
o Jo

In particular class Ax includes the following important types of func-

tions (4) :

(1) F(x) is continuous on Ia; F'(x) exists and is finite except for a de-

numerable number of points and is in class Sx,

(2) F'(x) exists for all x>0 and belongs to Sx,

(3) F(x) is continuous on Io and F'(x) is sectionally continuous,

(4) F'(x) exists for all x>0 and is bounded in every Ix: 0<x<X,

(5) F(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in every l\, that is, there exists a

constant Nx such that for all x and x' in Ix

| F(x) - F(x') | ^ Nx | x - x' |,

(6) The four dérivâtes D+F, D+F, D~F, D_F are bounded in every T^.

This is equivalent to (5).

The extension of class Sx to functions of two variables is immediate. A

function F(x, y) defined on a measurable kernel W of the quadrant Q:

0áx<oo,0¿y<oo is said to be of class S if the equivalent function F0 de-

fined in Q by

Fo(x, y) = F(x, y) on W;       F0(x, y) = 0 on Q - W

is Lebesgue summable in every finite rectangle Rxy'- O^x^X, O^y^F.

By f[o,ö^F(x, y)d(x, y) we mean fBxYF0(x, y)d(x, y) which is equal to

fw-BxrF(x, y)d(x, y). For brevity, if F(x, y) is of class S and is of class Sx

(*) E. J. McShane, Integration, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1944 pp. 159, 208.

(3) Ibid., p. 209. This gives the formula for it.

(4) That the type of function defined in (1) is in class Ax may be found in C. Carathéodory,

Vorlesungen aberréele Funktionen, 2d Ed. Leipzig, Teubner, 1927, p. 597. (2), (3), (4) are special

cases of (1). That the type of function defined in (5) is in class Ax follows from the proof on

page 50 of McShane, and that (6) is equivalent to (5) from McShane, page 207.
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for every y and of class S„ for every x, we say that F is of class 2. The follow-

ing lemma, which is an extension of Fubini's theorem, says that functions of

class S can be replaced essentially by functions of class 2. By J we mean

the interval 0 ^y < <x>.

Lemma 1. Let F be defined on W and belong to class S. Then there exist

measurable kernels S and T of I and J respectively such that each of the following

functions is in class 2 :

F(x, y) = F(x, y) on (S X T)W;

(1.2) F(x, y) =0 onQ- (SX T)W,

(1.3) 0(x, y) =   f  F(u,y)du,
Jo

(1.4) ^(x, y) =   I    F(x, v)dv,
Jo

F(u, v)d(u, v) =   I F(u, v)d(u, v).
(0.0) J (0,0)

Everywhere in Q

/. x n yV(u, y)du =   I    @(x, v)dv.
o Jo

Proof. Since F0 is summable in every finite rectangle Rxy, by Fubini's

theorem(6) F0 is a summable function of y on Jy for all x in Sxy<~:Ix where

m(Ix-SxY) =0. For a fixed X let Y assume positive integral values; if F0

is summable on Jn+u it is summable on /„ and, hence, Sx,n+iQSx.n- Thus

5'x = limn Sx,n is the set of all x in Ix for which F0 is summable in every Jn,

that is, for which FoGS„and m(Ix-Sx) =0 (since Ix — Sx = lim„ (Ix — Sx,n)).

Now let X assume positive integral values. Then \Sn} is an increasing

sequence of sets and 5 = lim„ 5„=S5„ is the set of all x in 7" for which FoGS„.

Since I —S = limn (/„ — Sn), m(I — S)=0.

In a similar manner one finds a measurable kernel T oí J such that

•FoESx whenever yST. If F is defined by (1.2), F0 and F differ only on a two-

dimensional set of measure 0 so that FGS. Whenever x£ES, F and F0 differ

only on a one-dimensional set of measure 0 so that FGS,,; when x(E/—S,

.F=0 and hence FES,,. Likewise F is in class S^ for every y.

Hence, the functions 6, \j/, and <p can be defined in Q as in (1.3)—(1.5). It

follows from Fubini's theorem that in every finite rectangle 0(x, y) is a sum-

mable function of y for every x and that 4>(x, y) = Jo©^. î;)^z;. Hence, ©£S„

for every x and similarly ^GSx for every y. Thus (1.6) holds in every Rxy

(6) McShane, p. 137.
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and consequently in Q. Since 0 is an absolutely continuous func-

tion of x in every Ix, it certainly is in class Sz for every y. By a result

of Carathéodory(6) 0(x, y) is a measurable function of both variables in

every Rxy', the same is true of 0(x, y)=fi>\ F(u, y)\du. Now $(x, y)

= /(o,o)| F(u, v) | d(u, v) exists and equals Jo@(x, v)dv. Therefore(7), fo^(u, y)du

exists and by Tonelli's theorem 0(x, y) is summable in Rxy- By the compari-

son test 0 is summable in Rxy and thus is in class S. The function i>(x, y),

being absolutely continuous in both variables in every Rxy, is certainly in 2.

In particular, if F(x, y) is defined in Q and belongs to 2, then W=Q,

5-1, T = J, and_F = Fin Q.
If FGS and F is defined as in (1.2), it follows immediately from Lemma 1

that the functions

h(x, y; s) =   I    e-"uF(u, y)du,
J o

(1.7) ft(x, y.t) =  f  e--T(x, v)dv,
J 0

e-'u~'vF(u, v)d(u, v)

(0.0)

are all in class 2. Everywhere in Q

/■ y p xe-'vfi(x, v; s)dv =   I    e~^f2(u, y; t)du.
o Jo

The following lemma gives formulas for integration by parts:

Lemma 2. Let FGS and define fi, f2, f as in (1.7). Then everywhere in Q

(1.9) MX, y;s+ h) = e-**MX, y; s) + h f   <r»*/i(*, y\ s)dx,
J 0

(1.10) h(x, Y;t+ k) = e-«Yf2(x, Y;t) + k f   e~**f2(x, y; t)dy,
J o

f(X, Y;s+ h,t) = e-*^ f   tr^MX, y; i)dy
^0

/i (X.Y)

e-^-'vMx, y; s)á(x, y)
(0,0)

= e-h:*f(X, Y;s,t) + h f  e~hxf(x, Y; s, t)dx,
J 0

(6) Carathéodory, p. 656.

O McShane, pp. 126, 145.
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f(X, Y;s,t+k)= e~kr f   e~sxf2(x, Y; t)dx
Jo

/< (X,F)

<r"-*"Mx, y; t)d(x, y)
(0,1

= e~

,0)

■kY4Yf(X, Y;s,t) + k f   e-"yf(X, y; s, t)dy,
J o

f(X, Y;s+h,t+k) = e-*x-*Yf(X, Y; s, t)

+ he~hY f   e~hxf(x, Y; s, t)dx
Jo

(1.13) rY
+ ke-"x I     e-"yf(X, y; s, t)dy

J o

/i (X,F)

e~hx-hyf(x, y; s, t)d(x, y).

(0,0)

Proof. Since/i(x, y; s) is an integral, it is absolutely continuous in x in

every finite interval Ix and almost everywhere dfi/dx — e~sxF(x, y). Applying

(1.1) with h instead of s, we have

fi(X, y;s+h)=   f   e~hx■ e-'xF(x, y)dx
Jo

= e-*xMX, y; s) + h f   e~hxh(x, y; s)dx
Jo

which is (1.9). Multiplying both sides of (1.9) by e~ty, integrating from 0 to

Y, and replacing the repeated integral by a double integral, we obtain

from Lemma 1

f   e-'vf^X, y;s+ h)dy = e~hx f   e-'^X, y; s)dy
Jo Jo

/• (X,Y)

e-hx-'yf!(x, y; s)d(x, y).
fO.O)

The left-hand side of this equation is just f(X, Y; s+h, t) by (1.8); so the

first part of (1.11) follows. On substituting again from (1.8) on the right side,

the first term is just e~hXf(X, Y; s, t) and the second is

/• X pY n Xe~hxdx I    e_<i//i(x, y; s)dy = h j    e-hxf(x, Y; s, t)dx,
o Jo Jo

which yields the second part of (1.11). Formulas (1.10) and (1.12) are estab-
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lished in a similar fashion. To get (1.13), first use (1.12) with s+h instead of h:

f(X, Y;s+h,l+k) = e-*rf(X, Y;s+h,t) + k f  e~^f(X, y; s + h, l)dy
J 0

and then substitute from (1.11) in the right-hand side. The final term in the

result is a repeated integral which can be replaced by a double integral since

/es.
Let F(x, y) be defined in Q°: 0<x< oo, 0<y<°o. A necessary and suffi-

cient condition that F be in class Ax for every y>0 is that for every y>0,

G(y) =F(+0, y) exist, that for every y>0, Fx exist for almost all xGJ and

FxGSx and that everywhere in Q°

(1 -14) F(x, y) = G(y) + f ''FA«, y)du.
Jo

One extension of class Ax to two variables (an analogue of absolute con-

tinuity for finite rectangles as defined by Tonelli) is the following: F is in

class A * if F is defined in Q", FQA x for every y > 0, FÇ.Ay for every x > 0, and

Fx and Fy belong to S.

Lemma 3.(a) Let F(x, y)G.Axfor every y>0, let FxGS, and G(y)GS„.

Then F(x, y) is in class 2 and on defining

M(x, y) =   I    Fx(x, v)dv,   *(x, y) =  j    F(x, v)dv,   G0(y) =  j    G(v)dv,
Jo J o Jo

M and *& are in 2,

(1.15) ¥(x, y) = Go(y) + f       Fx(u, v)d(u, v) = G0(y) + f  M(u, y)du,
J (0,0) J 0

andV(+0, y)=G0(y).

(b) Let F(x,_y)<EAvfor every x>0, let F„GS, and H(x) = F(x, +0)GSx.
Then F(x, y) GS and

(1.16) F(x, y) = H(x) + f VFv(x, v)dv.
Jo

On defining

/» x y» X /* x

N(x, y) =   I    Ty(u, y)du,  0(x, y) =  I   F(u, y)du,    H0(x) =  j    H(u)du,
Jo Jo Jo

N and 0 are in 2,

(1.17) 0(x, y) = Ho(x) + f       Fv(u, v)d(u, v) = H0(x) + f   N(x, v)dv,
J (0,0) J 0
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and 0(x, +0)=i7o(x).

(c) i/ F(x, y) belongs to A*, then G(y)GS„, iï(x)GSx, the functions

F, M, N, 0, and^are in 2,^(+0, y) = G0(y), 0(x, +0) =H0(x), and formulas

(1.14)-(1.17) hold.

Proof, (a) Apply Lemma 1 to Fxinstead of F. Then M(x, y), JlFx(u, y)du,

f¡o'fl)Fx(u, v)d(u, v) all belong to class 2 and

Fx(u, v)d(u, v) =   I    M(u, y)du =   I I    Fx(u, v)du   dv.
(0,0) «Jo Jo   \-Jo J

For all y>0, Fx is defined for almost all xG-f and, hence, the set T of the

lemma becomes J itself. Hence, flFx(u, y)du=f^Fx(u, y)du = F(x,y)—G(y) by

(1.14), and so FG2. Formula (1.15) easily follows.

(c) Formula (1.14) holds and flFx(u, y)du belongs to 2. Now G(y)

= F(x, y)—foFx(u, y)du is the difference of two functions of class 2„ and so

belongs to S„. Likewise iJ(x)GSx. Then apply the first two parts of the

lemma.

Another extension of class A x to two variables (the analogue of absolute

continuity for finite rectangles as defined by Carathéodory) is the following:

A function F(x, y) defined in Q° is of class A if F(+0, y)=G(y), F(x, +0)

= H(x), F(+0, +0)=co all exist and the function Fi(x, y), defined by the

equations

Fj(x, y) = F(x, y) in Q°; F^O, y) = G(y) for y > 0, Fi(x, 0) = H(x) for x > 0,

FifO, 0) = co,

is absolutely continuous, as defined by Carathéodory(8), in every Rxy-

From the necessary and sufficient condition given by Carathéodory it follows

that a necessary and sufficient condition that F(x, y) be in class A is that

there exist functions K(x, y), P(x), Q(y) all in S and a constant c0 such that

(1.19) F(x,y)=  f        K(u, v)d(u, v) +  f   P(u)du + ("Q(v)dv + c0.
J (0,0) J 0 Jo

It is no loss of generality to assume that K is defined in Q and belongs to 2.

(See Lemma 1.) The function <p of Lemma 1 and the functions ^ and 0 given

by formulas (1.15) and (1.17) of Lemma 3 are in class A.

Lemma 4. Let F(x, y) G^4. Then (1.19) holds and

G(y) =  f   Q(v)dv + co =   f G'(v)dv + c0,
J 0 J 0

/11 /• x
P(u)du + Co =   I    H'(u)du + co.

0 Jo

(") Carathéodory, pp. 653-654.
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Furthermore F(x, y)G-<4* so that all statements and formulas of Lemma 3(c)

hold. There are measurable kernels S3 of I and T3 of J such that Fx exists on

S3XJ and F y exists on IXT3 and Fxy = Fyx = K on at least the measurable

kernel S3 X F3.

Set Fxj, = K on S3 X T3 and 0 elsewhere. For a fixed y G F3, Fxy = Fyx for al-

most all x and on IXT¡

/► X p X /* XK(u, y)du =   I    ¥7v(u, y)du =   |    Fyx(u, y)du.
0 •'0 Jo

For a fixed xG-S3, Fxy = Fxyfor almost all y and on S3XJ

J> y p y_ p yK(x, v)dv   =   I    Fxy(x, v)dv =   I    Fxy(x, v)dv.
0 Jo Jo

Everywhere in Q

(1.22) F(x,y)=  f    '" ¥7y(u, v)d(u, v) + f   E'(u)du + f G'(v)dv + c0,
J (0,0) «Jo Jo

(1.23) G'(y) =   lim Fy(x, y) on T3,
x-»0+

(1.24) E'(x) =   lim Fx(x, y) on 53.
y—0+

Proof. When FG^4, (1.19) holds, whence G(y) =JlQ(v)dv+c0 is of class
Ay so that by the one-dimensional result G'(y) exists and equals Q(y) on a

measurable kernel Ti of /. If L(x, y) =f[oß)K(u, v)d(u, v), then we shall prove

that

(1.25) Ly(x, y) exists and equals     I    K(u, y)du
Jo

for all yGFi and all x. To do this, one uses the corresponding result proved by

Fubini for a finite rectangle (9) : in our notation that for every Fxy there

exists a measurable kernel Txy^Jy such that (1.25) holds on IxXTxy- As

in Lemma 1 we show that T2 = \\mm limn Tmn is a measurable kernel of

/. Hence, for all x and for yÇ.T3= T\T2, Fy exists and

(1.26) Fy(x, y) =  \    K(u, y)du + G'(y) on I X T3.
J 0

By Lemma 1 the integral on the right is in 2 and G'(y)GSi/. Hence, F„GS

and S„, and F„GSx for yGF3. Also, from (1.19),

(9) This result was first published in correspondence between Fubini and Tonelli appearing

in Rend. Circ. Mat. Palermo vol. 40 (1915) pp. 297-298. It was called to the authors' attention

by Professor Marston Morse.
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/> y p v p x p yFy(x, v)dv =   |     dv I    K(u, v)du +  j    G'(v)dv
o J o        J o Jo

/< (x,y) K(u, v)d(u, v) + G(y) - c0 = F(x, y) - H(x).
(0,0)

Hence, FÇ.Ay for every x>0. Statements about Fx are established in parallel

fashion. But then F^A* so that all results of Lemma 3(c) hold.

From (1.26) for yG.T3, Fxy exists and equals K(x, y) for xGS", a measur-

able kernel of I. Likewise for xG-S^, Fxy exists and equals K(x, y) for y(E.Tx,

a measurable kernel of J. Now set Fxy = K on S3XT3 and 0 elsewhere. Thus

for a fixed yG.T3, Fxy = K = Fyx for almost all x, that is, for xÇ:S3-Sv and thus

from (1.26) formula (1.20) holds. The second statement is proved in parallel

fashion, and the rest of the theorem follows immediately.

On applying Lemma 3(a) to Fx instead of F, we easily get the following:

Lemma 5. Let Fx belong to Ax for every y>0; let FxxGS; let Gi(y)

= limf_-o+ Fx(x, y)=Fx(+0_i y) and G(y)GS„. Then F, F„ M, V(x, y)

=JoFxx(x, v)dv all belong to 2; indeed, M^A, FGAX, and VG.Ay.

If we apply the last part of Lemma 3 to Fx and F„, we obtain:

Lemma 6. Let Fx and Fy be in A*. Then F(x, y), M(x, y), N(x, y), G(y),

H(x) are all in class A; FG-4„, U(x, y) =foFyy(u, y)du belongs to Ax, Gi(y)

= FX(±0, y), H2(x)=Fy(x, +0), i?1(x) = FI(x, +0), G2(y) =F„(+0, y) are

all in 2. Formulas (1.14)—(1.24) hold.

Proof. Applying Lemma 3(c) first to Fx and then to F„, we find that

Fx, Fy, Hu H2, Gi, G2 all belong to 2, that M, N, f¡¡Fx(u, y)du, flFy(x, v)dv
belong to A, and that fqHi(u) du = \'imy^o+ JoFx(u, y)du, flGz(v)dv
= linix-»o+ JoFy(x, v)dv. Since for every y>0, Fx exists and belongs to Sx,

F(EAX. Similarly, FÇ.Ay. Hence, FG-<4* and by Lemma 3(c) formulas

(1.14)—(1.17) hold. We can now apply Lemma 5 and the parallel lemma to

find that V<EAy and U<EAX.

Since flFx(u, y)du is in class A, it is in class Ay for every x>0. By (1.14)

G(y) being the difference of two functions of class A„ is also in class Ay. Con-

sidered as a function of two variables, this means that G(y)GA. By (1.14),

F(x, y) is the sum of two functions of class A, and so is also of class A. Hence,

we can apply Lemma 4.

The following two formulas are consequences of Lemma 3(c) applied to

Fx and F„ and are occasionally useful.

(1.27)

/» x p yFxx(u, y)du = #i(x) +   I    Fxy(x, v)dv,
o Jo

p V p x

Fy(x, y) = H2(x) +  1    Fyy(x, v)dv = G2(y) +  I    Fyx(u, y)du.
Jo Jo
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2. Types of convergence and transformation of integrals. Let F(x, y)GS

and set

f(X, Y; s,t)=   f e-"~'«F(x, y)d(x, y)
J (0,0)

where s and t are two independent complex parameters

s = <r + iX,        I = r + ip.

If \imx,Yf(X, Y;s,t) exists as X, F—>» simultaneously but independently, we

say that the double Laplace transform

(2.1) f <r-«-"F(x, y)¿(x, y)
J Q

converges at (5, /) and has the value/(j, t) = limx,r/(^, Y; s, t). If, in addi-

tion, there exists an M independent of X and Y such that

I f(X, Y; s, t) j á M for all (X, Y) G Q,

then the integral is said to converge boundedly at (s, t).

That a convergent integral need not converge boundedly is illustrated

by the following example. The double Laplace transform of the function F

defined by

Í    0    for (0 ¿ x ^ 2, 0 ^ y g 2)    and    (x > 2, y > 2),

F(x, y) = j     x   for (x > 2, 0 ^ y ^ 1),

(-x   for (* > 2, 1 < y g 2),

F(x, y) = F(y, x)

converges, but not boundedly, at the point 5=0, t = 0.

If the integral (2.1) converges uniformly in D and if there exists a constant

Mo such that \f(X, Y; s,t)\^ M0 for all (X, Y) GQ and all (s, t) G A then the
integral is said to converge uniformly boundedly in D.

By ¿{F} we mean the operation of forming the integral (2.1). As

indicated above, we shall use small letters for transforms and capital letters

for object functions. The symbol D(a; b) denotes the set of points (s, t) with

%.(s) >a, K(t)>b, and D[a; b] its closure.

In the four theorems following we collect results which were proved

independently by D. L. Bernstein^) and L. Amerio(1)-

Theorem 2.1. If L{f\ converges boundedly at (sü, to), then

(a) L{ F} converges boundedly for all (s, t) in D(a0; To).

(b) If H and K are any numbers greater than one and if M is an upper

bound of \f(X, Y; so, to) \, then
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| f(s, t) | < MHK     and     \ f(X, Y;s,t)\ < iMHK

for all (s, t) in Dt: \s — s0\ <H(<r — (ro), \t—t0\ <K(t — t0).

(c) For any positive numbers 5i, 52 and for any H, K greater than one, L {F{

converges uniformly boundedly in

D2:     | s — So | < H(a — ero) a ^ <70 + ¿i,

| / - to I  < ÜT(r - r0) T à ro + «i.

(d) For a/Z (5, t)Ç£D(<To; To),/(s, ¿) *S aw analytic function.

(e) For a// (5, t)ED(<r0; r0),

«**+*/(*, 0 ,     ,-= #(î, 0
dshdt"

where L {P} converges boundedly in D(o-0; r0) and

P(x,y) = (-x)i'(-y)«F(x, y).

Theorem 2.2. Let $(x, y) be defined in Q by

/' (z,y) F(«, »)<*(«, v).
(0,0)

7/ Z, {F} converges boundedly at (s0, to), then there exists a constant Mi such that

I *(x, y) I g Àf1ea*+i"' i« ö

where o = max ((r0, 0) î/ s0^i\o, a=|X0|   if s0=i\o, and b = max (t0, 0) if

to^ißo, b=\ß0\ if to = ipo-

If $>(x, y) î5 of exponential type, that is, if there exist constants M, a, and b

such that

I *(*, y) I Û Meax+b>> in Q,

LIP} converges boundedly in D(a; b).

It is not true in general that the region of bounded convergence of Lip]

has the form D(a;b) as it does, say, when F is a constant. One can character-

ize this region either by "associated abscissae of convergence" or by consider-

ing the properties of the four-dimensional regions involved. We shall not

enter into a discussion of these concepts inasmuch as they are of no im-

mediate use to us.

Further consequences of the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 will be given in

the corollary of Theorem 2.9.

Theorem 2.3. Let L{ F) converge absolutely at (s0, ¿0), that is, suppose that

fQ\e~3ox-'oyF(x, y) | d(x, y) converges to a finite value A. Then

(a) LIP} converges absolutely and uniformly boundedly in D[<r0; r0].

(b) \f(X, Y; s, t)\ £A for all (X, Y)GQ and \f(s, t)\ ^A in D [<r0; r0].
(c) f(s, t) is an analytic function in D(aa\ To).
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Theorem 2.4. Let <ï>(x, y) be defined by

(x,y)

$(*, y) =   I
J (

| F(u, v) [ d(u, v).
(0,0)

If L{F)  converges absolutely at (s0, to), then $(x, y)^Aeax+hv in Q where

a=max (<r0, 0), ô = max (to, 0).

If $(x, y) i's o/ exponential type : $(x, y) ^ Jlf g°*+&» î'w (), /Äe« L {F} con-

verges absolutely in D(a; b).

In particular, if F(x, y) is summable in Q, then L {F} converges absolutely

inD[0;0].

Let FGS and define fi(X, y; s) as in (1.7). If \imx^Kfi(X, y, s) exists for

a given 5 and y, we call this the one-dimensional transform of F and denote it

by L„{F), that is,

/I  CO

e-iaF(x, y)dx
a

whenever this integral converges; its value is /i(y; s) =limx-.oo f\(X, y; s).

Similarly, we define

/» QO

e-'yF(x, y)dy
o

whenever this integral converges; its value is/2(x; t) =limr-.M /s(x, Y; t).

Now if /i(y; í)GS, and if

U[h) = f e-'yMy;s)dy
J o

converges, we call this the iterated transform LtLs{F}. Similarly, if /2(x; t)

GSx and if L¡{f2} = fôe~sxf2(x; t)dx converges, we call this the iterated trans-

form LsLt{F}. The usual way of writing these is

/»CO /»COe-'ydy I    e~"F(x, y)dx,
o J 0

/»CO (%  xe~>xdx I    e-"F(x, y)¿y.
0 "0

It may happen that the double transform L{f) is equal to one or both of

these iterated transforms but in general the convergence or bounded con-

vergence of L {F} does not imply the existence of L3 {F\ or Lt {F} or either

of the two iterated transforms above. For absolute convergence, on the

other hand, we have the following:

Theorem 2.5. Let L{f)   converge  absolutely at   (s, t).   Then L,{F),
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Lt{F\, L,{ft}, and Lt{f\\ converge absolutely, and

(2.5) L{F\ = L,Lt{F\ = LtL,{F}.

Proof. Since H(x, y)=e~ax~tyFo(x, y) is summable on Q, by Fubini's

theorem for the infinite rectangle there are measurable kernels 5ÇZ/ and

TÇ.J such that the function H = Hon 5XT"and 0 elsewhere is summable in

each variable for every value of the other and A2(y)=föH(x, y)dx is sum-

mable on / with

A =   f   A2(y)dy =   f H(x, y)d(x, y).
Jo J Q

Now defining F by (1.2) we see that e~,xF(x, y) =etvH(x, y) is summable on

/ for every y, which means that L,{F\ converges absolutely. Also, /i(y; s)

= e'yA2(y). But then e~'yMy; s) =A2(y) is summable on J which means that

Lt{fi} converges absolutely and Lt{fi} =A. Since Lt{fi} =LtL,{F\ and

A=L{f) by the definition of H, we have the desired equality. The other

half is proved in parallel fashion.

Theorem 2.6. Let FGS and let

(2.6) | F(X, Y) | ^ Meax+br for all (X, Y) G W.

Then, in D(a; b), L,[f\, Lt{F}, L[f] converge absolutely and (2.5) holds.

Furthermore in D(a; b)

| MX, Y; s) | á Moe",        | MY; s) | á M0e*Y,

(2.7) | f2(X, Y\ t) \ á Moe°x,        \ f2(X; t) \ ^ M0e'x,

\f(X, Y;s,t)\ g M».

Proof. We have \erBX-tyF(x, y)\ gMe-hlx-kiy where h = <r — a, h^T — b.

When   Ai>0,   ¿i>0,   L\F]   converges   absolutely   by   comparison   with

MfQe~hlx~klvd(x, y) = M/h\ku The previous theorem then yields the absolute

convergence of the single transforms and (2.5). Now for &i>0, \fi(X, Y; s)

= \f0xe-°xF(x,   Y)dx\^Mebrfxe-'"xdxS(M/hl)ebv = M2ebr. Hence, \fx(Y; s)

^.M\ebY. The other inequalities follow in similar fashion.

An important type of convergence which is more special than bounded

convergence but more general than absolute convergence is the following:

L{f] is said to converge s-boundedly at (s, t) if L{F) converges boundedly,

La{F} converges for all y, and \fi(X, Y; s) \ ^MerY in Q. Analogously, L{F}

is said to converge t-boundedly at (s, t) if L{f\ converges boundedly, Lt{F\

converges for all x, and \f2(X, Y; t) \ ^ Me"x in Q.

Theorem 2.7. If LIP] converges s-boundedly at (s0, t0), then, in D(<t0', t0),

L{f\ converges s-boundedly, Lt{f\\ converges absolutely, \fi(y; s)\ ¿MeT"v

■ZMe'y, and L{f} =LtL,{F}.
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Proof. By Lemma 2 with h = s-s0 and G(X, Y)=MX, Y; s0),

(2.8) MX, y,s)= e~hXG(X, y) + h f   e-hxG(x, y)dx.
Jo

Since | e~hxG(x, y) | ^ Me~w~'"¡)x+T''y, the first term on the right approaches 0

and the second term approaches an absolutely convergent integral as X—> w

if a>a0. Hence, Ls{f} = limx-«, MX, y; s) exists for a>ao and all y and

/i(y; s)=hfôe-''xG(x, y)dx. Also, from the above, \fx(X, y; s)\ ^lf1er»" and,

hence, |/i(y;s)| HkMie7™. For t>t0, therefore, L({/i} converges absolutely.

We know that/(X, F; s, t) =/0V"'/i(X, y; 5)¿y. Substituting for fx from

equation (2.8) and using the fact that \e~hx~'yG(x, y)\ |¥r(,-",I-('-T«)»,

we find that/(s, t) = hfQe~hx~tvG(x, y)d(x, y) which is an absolutely convergent

integral. Thus

/»CO /»00 /»CO

f(s, I) = k j    e~tydy I    e-',xG(x, y)dx =   I    e-tyfi(y, s)dy
Jo Jo Jo

= Ltlf,)  = L,L,{F}.

A comparison of this theorem with Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 shows

that 5-bounded convergence enjoys some of the properties of absolute con-

vergence. A parallel theorem holds for ¿-bounded convergence.

It is convenient to say that L{f} converges regularly at (s, t) if L{f)

converges absolutely and | F(x, y)\ ^Me"x+TV. If (2.6) holds, then L{f\

converges regularly (as well as s-boundedly and /-boundedly) in D(a; b).

The connection between the various types of convergence and functions

of exponential type is not accidental but basic. Thus we have seen that the

bounded convergence of L\F\ is essentially equivalent to the exponential

typeness of its integral i>(x, y). The following two theorems bring out the

relationship of the transform of F with the integrals 0, SI', and 3> defined in

(1.3)-(1.5).

Theorem 2.8. Let FGS and let

(2.9) | MX, Y; t'x) | ^ MeaX+bY for all (X, Y).

Set ff0=o'i-\-a. Then L{f) converges s-boundedly in D(o0; b) and Li®} con-

verges regularly in D(c; b) where c = max (aa, 0). Also in D(c; b)

(2.10) My, s) = sB^y, s),       f(s, I) = sd(s, t).

Similarly, let

(2.11) | f2(X, Y; h) | ^ MeaX+bY for all (X, Y).

Set T0 = Ti-\-b. Then L{f\ converges t-boundedly in D(a\ r0) and L{^\ con-

verges regularly in D(a; d) where ¿ = max (0, r0). Also in D(a; d)

(2.12) Mx; t) = #2(x; I),       f(s, t) = ty(s, I).
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Proof. Let G(X, Y)=MX, Y; sO and h = s-Su Then (2.8) holds and
| e~hxG(x, y)\ ^Meri''~'"s)xJrhy. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.7, we

find that ¿{F} converges s-boundedly in D(ao\ b).

From (2.8) we also find that

| ®(X, Y) | = | MX, Y; 0) | g MebY \e"»x + | si \ j     e"*dx   .

If (To>0 or S! = 0, |0(X, F)| ^MebY+"'x[\-r-\sl\ /<r0] = M1e"'x+bY. If cto^O,

Si^O, |0(X, Y\ ^MebY[i-\-\s1\X]^MebY[l + \s1\/o-]e'x = M2e''x+bY for any

o->0. Therefore, | @(X, Y)\ ^Me"x+rY in D(c; b) and we can apply Theorem

2.6 to 0.
From (1.9) with s = 0, h = s,

MX, y,s)= e-°x@(X, y) + s \    e~'xQ(x, y)dx.
J o

For <t>c, let <r2 be such that c<a2<a; since 0 is of exponential type,

| e~sX®(X, y) | ^ Me-°x+°*x+Ty = Me-^-^)x+Ty —>0 as X -»• °o .

Therefore,/i(y; s)=s0i(y; s). Taking the one-dimensional transform with

respect to y, we have/(s, t) =sd(s, t) for o>c, T>b.

Corollary 1. 1/ either ¡MX, Y; s0)| ^Mer"Y or \e(X, Y)\ ^Me°°x+T°Y

for a given (o~o, to), then L{f} converges s-boundedly in D(a0; t0), and (2.10)

holds and L{ 0} converges regularly in D(c; r0).

If F(x)GSx, considered as a function of two variables FG2. Application

of Theorem 2.8 yields:

Corollary 2. Let ZF(x)GSx and let H0(x)=foH(u)du. Suppose that

\foe~,lxH(x)dx\ ^MeaXfor allX. Then Z,s{iï} converges for a >o-0 = <ri+a; for

o>c, Ls {Ho} converges regularly and

(2.13) h(s) = sho(s).

In particular, if either \f0xe-"<¡xII(x)dx\ ^M or |ZZ0(^)| = Afe"»x, then

Ls{h} converges for a>o-0 and, for a>c, LS{H0} converges regularly and

(2.13) holds.

Theorem 2.9. Let FGS and let

(2.14) | f(X, Y; su h) | = MeaX+bY for all (X, Y).

Set ffo=(Ti-\-a, To — Ti+b and c = max (ao, 0), ¿ = max (r0, 0). Then LIP} con-

verges boundedly in D(ff0; t0), L{^} converges s-boundedly in D(a0; d), L{@\

converges t-boundedly in D(c; t0), and L{$} converges regularly in D(c; d).

The following equalities hold in D(c; d):
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i>i(y, s) = s<pi(y, s), 62(x; t) = t<¡>2(x; i),

(2.15) *f>, t) = s<p(s, t), 6(s, l) = l<p(s, /),

f(s, t) = sUp(s, t) = sB(s, t) = ty(s, t).

Proof. Set G(x, y) =/(x, y; si, ¿i). By (1.13) with s = Si, f—fe, h = s — sít
k=t — ti,

f(X, Y;s,t) = e-hX-kYG(X, Y) + h f   e~hx-kYG(x, Y)dx
Jo

(2.16) + k f   e-hX~kyG(X, y)dy
J o

/< (.X.Y)

e-hx~kyG(x, y)d(x, y).

(0,0)

From (2.14), \e-hx-kyG(x, y)\ á-äf«-***-*1* where Äi = <r-o-0, h=T — To. When

h>0, ki>0, the first three terms on the right —»0 as (X, Y)—► <» and the last

term converges absolutely by the comparison test. Hence, f(s, t) exists and,

indeed, from (2.16)

\f(X,Y;s,t)\

(2.17) r .   . rx        ir i   , CY        1
^ M\ e->'¡x + | h |  f    e-''i^x      e-**r + | * |  f   er^dy  .

WhenAi>0, ¿i>0, \f(X, Y;s,t)\^M[\ + \h\ /hi] [l +1 k\ /h] = Afi whence the
convergence is bounded.

Since f^er'x^(x,   Y)dx=f(X,   Y;   s,  0),   it   follows   from   (2.17)   that

| f(X, Y; s, 0) | ^ M\ e-**x + | h \ j     e~h^dx     eT»Y + \h\  f   eT°»dy   .

Hence, \f(X, Y; s, 0)| £MerY in D(a0; d). By Theorem 2.8 applied to^(x, y),

L{y} converges s-boundedly in Z»(<r0; d). Since $(X, Y)=fx->Ü(x, Y)dx, in

Z?(c; d) L{$] converges regularly and iPÁy\ s)=s<pi(y, s), \p(s, t)=s<p(s, t).

Similarly, \f0Ye-">@(X, y)dy\ = \f(X, Y; 0, i)| ^Me"x in D(c; r0). Applica-
tion of the second part of Theorem 2.8 yields the ¿-bounded convergence of

¿{©I in D(c; r0) and the equalities 02(x;/) =Up2(x; t), 6(s, t) =t<p(s,t) in D(c; d).

Finally, using formula (1.13) with s = / = 0, h = s, k=t, we find

f(X, Y; s, t) = e-°x-'Y$(X, Y) + se~tY f   e~sx$(x, Y)dx
J o0

(X,Y)

/> y p (A,rje~'y$(X, y)dy+ si I e-sx-ty$(x, y)d(x, y)
0 J (0,0)
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Hence,/(s, /) =st<p(s, t) in D(c; d).

Corollary. If any of the following hold:

| $(X, Y) | ^ M(fx+"r,       | f(X, Y; so, t0) | = M,

| 4>i(X, Y; so) | = Me'»1-, | 02(X, F; <„) j ¿ Me°°x,

then L{f\ converges boundedly in D(o-0; t0), L{^} converges s-boundedly in

D(<x0; d), L [0} converges t-boundedly inD(c; r0), andL {d>} converges regularly

in D(c; d). Also, (2.15) holds in D(c; d).

In addition to the one-dimensional transforms L,{F] and Lt{F\, we

shall have occasional use for "strip" transforms taken over the regions Qx:

O^x^X, 0^y< °° and QY: 0^x< °o, O^y^ F. By definition

LX[F} =  f  e-sx-'yF(x, y)d(x, y) =   lim f(X, F; s, /)
J Qx r^"

whenever this limit exists. We call the function so defined MX; s, t). Since

f(X, Y; s, t) =fle-'yfi(X, y; s)dy, we see that

Lx {F} =Lt{fi} =   f   e-^MX, y; s)dy.
J o

One can also regard Lx{F} =L{H}  where H(x, y) — F(x, y)  in Qx and

H(x, y) =0 in Q-Qx.
Similarly, Ly[f] =/ore— "F(x, y)d(x, y)=\imx^f(X, Y; s, t)

=fôe-sxMx, Y; t)dx=Ls{f2} whenever this limit exists; we call the function

so defined/4(F; s, /).

Theorem 2.10. Let FGS.

(a) If \f(X,  Y; so, t0)\ ^M, then: (1)  in P(<r„; r0), Ly{f)  converges to

fi(Y;s,t) for all F>0, Lx{F] converges tof3(X; s, t) for all X>0, and

f(s, t) =   lim fs(X; s, t) =   lim /4(F; s, t).
x-t» r->»

(b) If \fi(X, Y; So) | = MeToY, then L{f] converges s-boundedly in D(<t0;to),

(1) holds, and also: (2) MY; s, t) =fle~tvfi(y; s)dy for a>o-0-
(c) If \MX, Y; to) | ^ Me""x, then L{f} converges t-boundedly in D(o-0; t0),

(1) holds, and also: (3) f3(X; s, t) =/0Ye_SI/2(x; t)dxfor t>t0.

(d) If | F(X, Y)\ ^Mea"x+T'>Y, then LIP] converges absolutely in D(<r0; t0)

and (1), (2), and (3) hold.

Proof, (a) By (1.12)

f(X, Y; so, t) = e~kYf(X, Y; s„, to) + k f   e~kYf(X, y; s0, k)dy
Jo

where k=t-t0. If h=%(k)>0, then
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I f(X, Y; so, i) j £ M U"W + \ k\ f   tr^dyj = M(i + | k \ /h) = Mt.

On setting h=s — So, we obtain from (1.11)

f(X, Y; s, I) = e~hXf(X, Y; s„, t) + h f   e~hxf(x, Y; s„, t)dx.
J 0

When ¿i>0 and hi='R¿)i) >0, the absolute value of the first term on the

right approaches 0 as X—>«> and the second term converges abso-

lutely. Thus/4(F; s, t)=\\mx^f(X, Y; s, t) exists for /z1>0, ¿i>0. f(s, t)

= lim(x,y)-.oo/PC Y; s, /)=limy<00 limx^=o/(^, F; s, /) =limr^M/4(F; s, ¿).

(b)  By Corollary  1  to Theorem  2.8, ¿{F}   converges s-boundedly in

D(a0; to). From the first equality in (1.11)

p Y p (X,Y)
f(X, Y; s, t) = e~hX       e^MX, y; s0)dy + h I r*-«»/i(ie, y; s„)d(x, y).

Jo J (0,0)

Let Ai>0.

lim f(X, Y;s, t) = h J    e-hx-lyfi(x, y; sn)d(x, y).
X—o J n„

Now the integral on the right can be iterated, and so

MY; s,t) = hi    e-'y    J    e-hxfi(x, y; s0)dx \dy = J    e-'*/i(y; s)dy.

3. Transforms of derivatives. Theorems in the previous section give the

relation between the transforms of F and the transforms of its integrals. By

means of Lemmas 3-6 of §1 we can use these theorems to obtain the rela-

tions between the transforms of F and of its derivatives. Such relations are

established under several alternative hypotheses since it is necessary some-

times to assume the existence of transforms of derivatives and at other times

to assume conditions on the function itself. These results are useful in the solu-

tion of partial differential equations with constant coefficients, since trans-

formation of the differential equation leads to an algebraic equation in two

complex variables. Under more restrictive hypotheses, this application has

been made by several authors.

Through this section the functions i>, 0, ^, G, G0, Gi, H, Ho, Hi, M,

N, U, V will have the same meaning they had in Lemmas 3-6 of the Intro-

duction; their transforms will be indicated by the corresponding small letters.

In addition we shall use the following:

a(s,l)=L{Fx], y(s,i)=L{FXy], c = max (a0, 0),
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ß(s,l) = L{Fv), b(s,t) = L{Fix), á = max (r0, 0),

r,(s,t)  = L{Pyv\-

We begin by giving a result for the one-dimensional transform. That it

includes as special cases a number of different hypotheses employed by vari-

ous authors is seen by referring to the list of subclasses of A x given after (1.1).

Theorem 3.1. Let F(x) G Ax and suppose that any one of the following holds:

(i)  | F(x) | g Me°«x,

(ii) LS{F'} converges at cr= (To,

(Hi)  \fxer,llxF'(x)dx\ ^MeaXfor all X>0, a0 = <ri+a.

Then, for <x>c, LS{F'} converges to a(s), Ls { F] converges absolutely, F is of

exponential type, and

(3.1) a(s) = sf(s) - F(+0), a>c.

Proof. Let (iii) hold. Since F'(x)GSx, Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.8 can

be applied to F'(x) instead of H(x); then 0i(x) =focF'(u)du = F(x)-F(+0)

plays the role of H0(x). For a->o0, L,{F'\ converges; for o>c, L>\%i\ con-

verges absolutely and a(s)=s0i(s). But for o>0, Ls{F(+0)} = F(+0)/s so

that when a>c, L,{f] converges absolutely and/(s) —F(+0)/s = o1(s). Sub-

stituting in the formula for a(s), we get (3.1). Indeed, [F(x)| ií|F(+0)|

+ |0!(x)| gAfie"* for a>c.

If (ii) holds, then \fxe-">xF'(x)dx\ ¿M for all X>0, and so we have a

special case of (iii) with a = 0.

If (i) holds, \fxF'(x)dx\ =|F(X)-F(+0)| ^M[e°°x + \]^2Me°x. This is
a special case of (iii) with Si = 0, a = c.

Theorem 3.2. Let F(x, y)EAxfor y>0, G(y)GS„, FXGS. Let any one of

the following hold:
(i) L{F\ converges t-boundedly at (so, to),

(ii) L{Fx\ converges boundedly and Lt{G} converges at (s0, t0),

(i») l/góI'e-^-'^Fxíx, y)d(x, y)\^Me"x+bY, \f0Ye~l^G(y)dy\èMebY,

and ffo = (ri-r-ö, t0 = ti+o.

Then L{Fx} converges boundedly to a(s, t) in D(oo\ t0), Lt {G} converges for

t>t0; LIP] and ¿{0} converge t-boundedly in D(c; r0); LIM] converges

s-boundedly in D(o-0', d); Lfó} and L{$} converge regularly in D(c; d);

Z,¡{Go} converges regularly for T>d.

Formulas (2.12) and (2.15) hold and also in D(c; d)

a(s, t) = sf(s, I) - g(t) = tm(s, t) - st*(s, t) - g(t),

(3.2) m(s,l) = s4>(s,t) - g(t)/t,

mi(y; s) = s^i(y; s) - Go(y).
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Proof. Assume first that (iii) holds. By Corollary 2 to Theorem 2.8,

Z-í{G} converges for t>t0 and Go is of exponential type for T>d. Hence,

¿{G} converges ¿-boundedly to g(t)/s in D(0; r0) and LIGO} converges regu-

larly to g(t)/st in D(0; d). Apply Theorem 2.9 to Fx instead of F whence

L{Fx\ converges boundedly in D(a0; t0), LIM] converges s-boundedly in

D(ffo', d), LIP} converges /-boundedly in D(c; t0), and Z{(?} converges regu-

larly in D(c; d) (where P(x, y) =foFx(u, y)du and Q(x, y) =f¡o$,Fx(u, v)d(u, v)).

By (1.14), F = P+G so that LIP] converges /-boundedly in D(c; r0) to

f(s, t)=p(s, t)+g(t)/s; by (1.15) V = Q+Go so that L{*} converges regularly

in D(c; d) to yf/(s, t)=q(s, t)+g(t)/st. Making the necessary adjustments in

formulas (2.15) and substituting, we have (2.12) and (3.2) in D(c; d). Since

L{F\ converges boundedly in D(c; r0), by the Corollary to Theorem 2.9

L}©} converges /-boundedly in D(c; To) andZ.{i>) converges regularly in

D(c; d) and formulas (2.15) hold.

Hypothesis (ii) is a special case of (iii) with a = ¿» = 0.

We know that f0¥e~'oyG(y)dy=^limx,o+ fle~HyF(x, y)dy on applying

Lemma 3 to e~toyF(x, y) which is also a function of class Ax. Under hypothesis

(i) then, \f0Ye-">yG(y)dy\=\imx^o+ |/2(x, F; ¿0)|álimx,o+ Me°°x = M and,

therefore, \f$oY))e->x-t*yFx(x, y)d(x, y)\ =\fYe-'"[e-'xF(X, y)-G(y)

+sfxe-'xF(x, y)dx]dy\ ^Me-«x+',«x + M-r-M\s\fxe-''x+''"dx^Mi for all

(X, Y) and <r><r0. Thus hypothesis (iii) holds with Si = s, <x><r0, ri = r0,

a = b = 0.

A parallel result holds concerning L {Fy} =ß(s,t). Instead of (2.12), (2.15)

and (3.2) we have in D(c; d) (2.10), (2.15) and

ß(s, t) = tf(s, I) - h(s) = sn(s, t) = sl6(s, t) - h(s),

(3.3) n(s, t) = td(s, t) - h(s)/s,

n%(x; t) = td2(x; I) — H0(x).

We have the following result concerning both first derivatives:

Theorem 3.3. Let F(x, y)EA* and let any one of the following hold:

(i) L {F} converges s-boundedly and t-boundedly at (s0, t0),

(ii) L{Fx] and L{Fy) converge boundedly at (s0, to),

(hi)

(.X.Y)

g MeaX+bY,

/| (X.Y)

e-'i^'uiFx(x, y)d(x, y)

(0,0)

I/,
(.X.Y)

e-nx-hvFy(x> y)d(x, y)

(0,0)

= MeaX+bY,

and <r0 = <ri-f-a, ro=r1+o.

Then in D(c; d), L{ Fx\, L{Fv}, Lt[G], Ls{h} converge boundedly, L{f}

converges s-boundedly and t-boundedly, L\M\  converges s-boundedly, L{n\
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converges t-boundedly, and L {0}, L {^}, L {<£}, L, {H0}, Lt {Ga} converge regu-

larly. Formulas (2.10), (2.12), (2.15), (3.2), and (3.3) hold.

Proof. By Lemma 3(c), formulas (1.14) and (1.16) hold, so that

/> y p xFy(x, v)dv -  I    Fx(u, y)du.
o J 0

When (iii) is true and (s, /) is a point in D(c; d), Theorem 2.9 applied to Fx

and to Fy gives the bounded convergence of the double transforms of the two

integrals on the right side of the above formula. Hence, on multiplying this

equation by e~'x~ty and integrating over the rectangle Rby where B is a fixed

value of X>0, it follows that for all F>0,

1 - e-sB

/>y
e~tyG(y)dy

o

< .— e-°xH(x)dx + Mi + Mi.
0

Thus

•/ 0

e-tyG(y)dy = M, for all F > 0.

By Corollary 2 to Theorem 2.8, Lt{G} converges for T>d. For any (s, /)

ÇzD(c; d) there exist s2 and t2 with c<<r2<a, d<r2<r such that L{Fx\ con-

verges boundedly and Lt{G\ converges at (s2, t2). Apply part (ii) of Theorem

3.2. Similarly, Ls{H} converges (a>c) whence the parallel theorem may

be applied.
Hypotheses (ii) and (i) lead to (iii) just as in the previous theorem.

For the second derivatives we give the region as D(c; d) for simplicity.

It is evident that if Fxx satisfies the hypotheses on Fx given in Theorem 3.2

we have the following result from Lemma 5:

Theorem 3.4. Let Fx(x, y)EAxfor y>0, FXxGS, d(y) = Fx(+0, y)GS»,
G(y) GSy. Let any one of the following hold:

(i) ¿-{Fx} converges t-boundedly and Lt\G] converges at (so, to),

(ii) L{Fxx] converges boundedly, Lt{G] and Z,({Gi} converge at (s0, t0),

(X.Y)

(iii)
/i ix,:

(0,0)

I rYI    e-,lvGi(y)dy
I J o

and cro = (Ti+a, To = rl+0.

e-«*-livFxx(x, y)d(x, y)\ g MeaX+bY,

g MebY,

J o

tiyG(y)dy è MebY,
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Then in D(c; d), L{ Fxx\ converges boundedly to 5(s, t), L¡{g] and Lt{Gi\

converge, L\FX], Z|F},L{0} converge t-boundedly, L{ V) converges s-bound-

edly, L\M\,Lí\Go\,L\<ü\,L\§\ converge regularly. Formulas (2.12), (2.15),

(3.2) hold and in addition:

ô(s, t) = lv(s, t) = sa(s, t) - gi(t) = s2f(s, t) - sg(l) - gi(t),

(3.4) a2(x; t) = tm2(x;t),       vx(y; s) = smi(y; s) —  I    Gi(z)dz,
Jo

v(s, t) = sm(s, t) - gi(t)/t.

A parallel theorem holds regarding L{Fyv] =t](s, t). The formulas cor-

responding to (3.4) are

r¡(s, t) = su(s, t) = tß(s, t) - h2(s) = t2f(s, t) - th(s) - h2(s),

(3.5) ßi(y, s) = s»i(y; s),        u2(x; t) = tn2(x; t) —  I    H2(z)dz,
J 0

u(s, t) = tn(s, t) — h2(s)/s.

For the cross-partial Fxy we have the following theorem when FÇ.A,

using Lemma 4:

Theorem 3.5. Let F(x, y)G^4. Assume that any one of the following holds:
(i)   | F(x, y) | g Me'ox+TI>y,

(ii') L\Fy\ converges t-boundedly at (s0, to) and La{H'\ converges at s0 or
| H(X) | á Me"«x,

(ii) L{Fx) converges s-boundedly at (s0, to) and Lt{G'} converges at t0 or

\G(Y)\ ^Me^Y,
(iii') L{Fxv\ converges boundedly at (s0, to), Lt{G'\ converges at to, and

Ls{H') converges at s0,

/i (X,F) |

e-"*-*vFxv(x, y)d(x, y)   g MeaX+bY,

(0.0)

I    pY |    pX

I    e-'iyG'(y)dy   g MebY, \    e-»xH'(x)dx
\ Jo ¡Jo

g MeaX,

and (r0 = o-i+a, To = Ti-\-b.

Then in D(c; d), L{Fxv} converges boundedly toy(s, t),L{Fy] and L{n]

converge t-boundedly, L{Fx\ and LIM] converge s-boundedly, Lip], £,{©},

L{ty}, L{&}, Ls{H), and Lt{G] converge regularly, Lê{H'} and Lt{G'}

converge. Formulas (2.10), (2.12), (2.15), (3.2), (3.3) hold and

y(s, t) = sß(s, t) - tg(t) + F(+0, +0) = ta(s, t) - sh(s) + F(+0, +0)

(3.6) = stf(s, t) - sh(s) - lg(t) + F(+0, +0)

«i(y; s) = sfi(y, s) - G(y);   ß2(x; t) = tf2(x; l) - H(x).
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Proof. Under hypothesis (iii) we know from Theorem 2.9 that, in D(c; d),

L\Fxy\ converges boundedly, L{r] converges /-boundedly, ¿{IF} con-

verges s-boundedly, and L\Z\ converges regularly where, by Lemma 4,

R(x, y)^foFxy(u, y)du = Fv(x, y)-G'(y)p.p. on /, W(x, y)=flFxy(x, v)dv

= Fx(x, y) -H'(x) p.p. on /, and Z(x, y) ^f&j&F^u, v)d(u, v) = F-G-H+c0.

But Lt{G'} converges for t>t0 and L,{H'] converges for o->a0, whence

Lie} converges /-boundedly, Z{G} converges regularly, L{H'} converges

s-boundedly, and L{h\ converges regularly in D(c; d) by Theorem 3.1.

Therefore L {Fv} converges /-boundedly, L { Fx} converges s-boundedly, and

Z.{f} converges regularly. Substitution in (2.15) yields (3.6). By Lemma 4,

FGA* and the other hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 hold, and so the remaining

results follow.

Now when hypothesis (i) holds, |G(y)| ^MeT"y, \H(x)\ ^Meaox, \c0\ SM,

and hence \z\ ^^Me'x+iy, \f¡G'(y)dy\ ¿2MedY, \fxH'(x)dx\ ^2MecX. Thus

we have (iii) with si = /i = 0 and a = c,b=d. When (iii') holds, (iii) is true with

o = o = 0.

When hypothesis (ii') holds, \fYFy(x, v)dv\ ¿Me'x+TY by Theorem 2.8.

Since F(x, F) =H(x)+f0YFy(x, v) dv, \ F(X, Y)\ ^2Me°x+*Y in D(c; d), which

means that we can proceed as under hypothesis (i). A similar statement is

true when (ii) holds.

Finally we have:

Theorem 3. 6. Let Fx and Fy be in class A* and let any one of the following

hold:

(i) L {Fx} and L { Fy} converge s-boundedly and t-boundedly at (so, ta),

(ii) L [ Fxx}, L { Fxy}, L {Fyy} converge boundedly at (s0, t0),

(X.Y)

' g MeaX+bY,e-,lx-'iyFxx(x, y)d(x, y)

(0.0)

(x,r>

e-'^-'^Fxy(x, y)d(x, y)
(0,0)

(x,n
e-»ix->iyFyy(x, y)d(x, y)

(0,0)

1/I J  (C

I/,

g MeaX+bY,

g MeaX+bY,

and oo — <Ti-\-a, To = T\-\-b.

Then in D(c; d), L{Fxx}, L{Fxv}, L{Fvv}, Ls{lF2}, L,{H'), Lt{Gi\,
Li{G'\ converge boundedly, L{Fx\, L{Fv], L{v\ converge s-boundedly,

L{FX), L{Fy), L{U] converge t-boundedly, LIP], L{m], L{N], L,{G\,
L„ [H], L {0}, L {*}, L {$} converge regularly. Formulas (2.10), (2.12), (2.15),

(3.2)-(3.6) hold.

Proof. Assume (iii) holds. From Lemma 6, F is in class A and, hence,

Gi and H2 are in S and G'(y) = F„(+0, y) p.p., H'(x) = Fx(x, +0) p.p. From

Theorem 3.3 applied to Fx and F„ separately, we find that L { Fxx}, L\ Fxy ],
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L{Fyy] converge boundedly, L{Fx} and L{Fv\ converge s-boundedly and

/-boundedly, Z.{F} converges s-boundedly, L{u) converges /-boundedly,

L{M] andZ,{.ZV} converge regularly, and Lt{Gi], Lt{G'}, L,{H2}, LS{H'\

converge. But then hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 3.5 holds and thus from

Theorem 3.5 we obtain the regular convergence of L{ F}, L{®}, Lfó}, L{$}

and the corresponding formulas.

If (ii) holds, (iii) is true with a = b=0.

If (i) holds, apply Theorem 3.3(i) to Fx and F„ to show that (iii) holds

with a = o = 0 and (si, h)£D(c; d).

Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 are most useful in general first and second order

partial differential equations. Indeed, hypotheses there can often be com-

bined with hypotheses that F or Fx and Fy be in class A*.

4. Linear transformations. Let Z,i and L2 be two rays emanating from

Fo(xo, yo) and having the parametric representation

L\\    x = Xo + aai,       L2:    x = xo + ca2,
(4.1) (0 S a,- < oo)

y = yo + bau y = yo + da2,

where A=ad — bc5¿0. By the sector S° between Lx and L2 we mean the open

set of points P such that parallels to Li and L2 through P intersect both L2

and Li at finite points F,. If the coordinates of F, given by (4.1) correspond

to certain values a¿ of the parameters, then the coordinates of P are

(4.2) x = x0 + aai + ca2,        y = y0 + bai + da2.

Conversely any point whose coordinates are given by (4.2) for some «i>0,

a2>0 lies in S". On solving (4.2) for ai and a2, we see that S" may also be con-

sidered as the set of all points (x, y) such that

(4.3) [d(x- x„) - c(y- y0)]/A > 0,    [- b(x - x0) + a(y - y0)]/A > 0.

The closure of S°, 5 = 50+Li+L2, is the set of all points whose coordinates are

of the form (4.2) where «l^O, a2^0.

Under the linear transformation

T:    x = Xo + ax' + cy'
(4.4) y

y = yo + ox' + dy'

with inverse

r-»:    x1 = [d(x - xo) - c(y - y»)]/A,

y' = [- b(x — xo) + a(y - y0)]/A+

F0—>(0, 0), Li—*L(: x'=«i, y' = 0 (0g«i) the positive half of the x-axis,

L2—±L2: x'=0, y'=a2(0ga2) the positive half of the y-axis, S°—>x'=ai,

y'=tt2(0<a¿) the first quadrant Q°. A parallelogram Sxy consisting of points

(4.2), where O^ai^X, 0ga2g F, is transformed into a rectangle Rxy: Oi£x'

ÚX, Ogy'gF.
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If G(x, y) is defined on a measurable kernel W of S, the function H(x', y')

= G(xo+ax'-|-cy', yo+bx'+dy') is defined on a measurable kernel of Q.

When ZZGS, its extended function i70 is summable in every Rxy; hence, if

we let Go be the function equal to G on W and equal toQ on S—W, it is sum-

mable in the transformed region SXy and(10)

(4.5) f    Go(x, y)d(x, y) = | A |  f   H0(x', y')d(x', y').
J   SXY J  RXy

We define

(4.6) Cg(x, y)d(x, y) = | A |  f H(x', y')d(x', y')
J S J Q

whenever the integral on the right exists. It follows from (4.5) that

fsG(x, y)d(x, y) exists if and only if limx.r-.oo fsXYG(x, y)d(x, y) exists and is

equal to it.

Theorem 4.1. Let a, b, c, d, x0 and y0 be real constants with A = ad — bc9é0

and let p and q be complex. Let FGS and define

1 td(x - xo) - c(y - yo)     - b(x - x0) + a(y - y0)\
v\x, y) = i—r F i-'-r

| A |       I A A j

/        jd(x - xo) - c(y - y0))
(4.7) exp(-/>j-j>

(- b(x- Xo) + a(y - y0)) \''i-X-))

in the sector S defined in (4.3). If LIP) converges boundedly for (s, t)(E.D,

then fse~3X~'yV(x, y)d(x, y) converges for all (s, t) such that (as+bt-\-p, cs

+dt+q)ED and

(4.8) er,x,r-l>">f(as + bt + p, cs + dl + q) =  J  e-,x~iyV(x, y)d(x, y).
J s

Furthermore,

(4.9) f     e-°x-'yV(x, y)d(x, y)
I J s„„

g M for all X > 0, F > 0.

Proof. Under the transformation F given in (4.4), S-*Q,

*->*V(x, y) -> H(x', y')

= (1/ | A | )F(x', y') exp (-sx0 - ty0 - (as + bt + p)x' - (cs + dt + q)y').

(I0) E. W. Hobson, Theory of functions of a real variable, 3d Ed., Cambridge University

Press, 1927, vol. 1, p. 653.
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Whenever (as+bt+p, cs+dt+q)(ED, fQH(x', y')d(x', y') exists. Hence, by

(4.6), fse->x-'yV(x, y)d(x, y) exists and (4.8) holds.

Theorem 4.2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 hold and assume further that

(4.10) f     exp (-(as + bt + p)x' - (cs + dt + q)y')F(x', y')d(x', y') = 0
J Q-R

where

R:    xo + ax' + cy' ^ 0,        y„ + ôx' + dy' ^ 0.

Define V(x, y) as in (4.7) and

W(x, y) = V(x, y) in SQ;       W(x, y) =0 inQ- S.

Then L{ W] converges boundedly for all (s, t) such that (as + bt+p, cs+dt+q)

GjP and

(4.11) w(s, t) = e-'=">-tyof(as + bt + p, cs + dt + q).

Proof. Under the transformation T, S-+Q and Q—>R and e~'x~'"V(x, y)—>

H(x', y') defined in the preceding proof. Hence, Js_Qe~sx~tyV(x, y)d(x, y)=0

by (4.10). Therefore, for (as+bt + p, cs+dt+q)ED by (4.8)

e-"x«-"">f(as + bt + p, cs + dt + q) =   J  e-'x-tvV(x, y)d(x, y)
J s

e-'x~'yV(x, y)d(x, y)

}

=   j  e->*-tvW(x, y)d(x, y).
J Q

The preceding theorem gives a condition under which an expression of

the form e_"o-i!'o/(as-|-o/+/>, cs+dt+q) is a transform. The following corol-

laries give important special cases of this:

Corollary 1 (Real Translation). Let L{f\ converge boundedly in D

and let

(4.12) F(x, y) = 0 p.p. in Q — R where R: x ^ — x0, y ^ — yo.

Set W(x, y) = F(x —Xo, y — yo) in SQ, W(x, y)=0 in Q — S where S: xïïx0,

y^yo- Then L\ W\ converges boundedly in D and

(4.13) w(s, I) = e-°x«-lu>f(s, /).

7/xo^O, yo^O, condition (4.12) is vacuously true.

Proof. Apply the theorem with a = d=l, b = c = p = g = Q.

J SQ
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Corollary 2 (Scale change). Given a>0, d>0, define

1      / x     y\
(4.14) W(x, y) =-F   -, -J)

ad    \a     d /

in Q. Then for all (s, t) such that (as, dt) is in the region of bounded convergence of

L{f], L\w) converges boundedly and

(4.15) w(s, t) = f(as, dt).

Corollary 3 (Complex translation). If p and q are complex, and if

(4.16) W(x, y) = e-px-qyF(x, y)

in Q, then for all (s, t) such that (s+p, t+q) is within the region of bounded

convergence of Lip], L{W\ converges boundedly and

(4.17) w(s,l) =f(s + p,l + q).

Corollary 4 (Complex linear transformation). Let a, b, c, d be

real constants with A=ad — bc^0 and p and q complex. Let S: (dx — cy)/A¡íO,

(-bx+ay)/A^0 and R: ax+cy^O, bx+dy^O. Set

1        /dx — cy    — bx + ay\
,y) =t-Tf(--' --)

| A |      \     A A /

/       (dx — cy\ /— bx + ay\\

•exp \rp\rT~) "q \—a^—))   in SQ'

\V(x, y) = 0 in Q - S,

and assume that

(4.19) F(x, y) = 0 p.p. inQ - R.

Then if L{f\ converges boundedly in D, L{ W\ converges boundedly for all

(s, /) such that (as+bt+p, cs+dt+q)(E;D and

(4.20) w(s, t) = f(as + bt + p, cs + dt + q).

When a, b, c, d are non-negative, QQR, (4.19) is vacuously true, and

5(2 = 5.
When a/A, — b/A, —c/A, d/A are non-negative, SQ = Q and RQQ.

Theorem 4.3. Let b>0, d>0, p and q complex, and let LIP] converge

boundedly in D(aa; To). On setting

l p   S lb / y    _    0X\ J I y    _    0X\\

(4.21) U(y) = -1     f[x, -^) exp(- px - *(—))'*.

Lt{u] converges for all r> max: [(t0— %(q))/d, (o-0—'K(p))/b]=Ti and

W(x

(4.18)
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(4.22) u(t) = f(bt + p, dt + q).

Proof. Applying Corollary 4 with « —1, c = 0, we find that A=¿>0 and
(4.19) is vacuously true. The function

, y) = —F{x, ^YJ exp (~ pX ~ q\arj)      in 5: y ~ bX - °*

W(x, y) = 0 in Q - S: 0 ^ y < ox,

has a double transform for all (s, /) such that (s+bt+p, dt+q)Ç^D(aa; t0)

and w(s, /) =f(s+bt+p, dt+q). Then Z { W) converges boundedly in D(a2; t2)

where r2= [r3—cF<(q)]/d and o'2 = <r0-iRJ» - (o/d)(r3-<R.(g)), r3>max [r0,

51(g) + (d/o)(<To-%.(P))l Then er2<0.

By Theorem 2.10(a), w(s, /)=limr^oo limx~« w(X, Y; s, t) in D(a2; t2).

For t>t2,

/> p Y p ylbe-'yW(x, y)d(x, y) =   I    e^'"¿y |       IF(x, y)¿x
SRXY Jo Jo

whenever X> Y/b. Hence, linix^*, w(X, Y; 0, t)=f0Ye-tyU(y)dy and w(0, /)

= fo"e-tyU(y)dy, that is, f(bt+p, dt+q)=u(t). Now T2 = ri+e where « is

arbitrary.

Corollary. Under the hypotheses of the theorem on setting

(4.23) ¿M?) = 7 / "  (- x) 'F (x, ^-^) exp ( - px - q (^y^)) dx,

then Lt{Ui\ converges for t>ti and on setting f,» = dnf/dsn,

(4.24) Ul(t) = M(bt + p, dt + q).

Proof. By Theorem 2.1(e), f,*(s, t) =g(s, t) where G(x, y) = (— x)"F(x, y)

and the bounded convergence holds in D(<r0; To). Apply the theorem to G in-

stead of F to get ui(t) =g(bt+p, dt+q).

We note that if L {F] converges absolutely in Theorem 4.2 and its corol-

laries, Z,{ IF} also converges absolutely.

We derive a few other transforms for later reference, assuming that LIP]

converges boundedly in D(a0; t0). By Corollary 4 to Theorem 4.2

Vi(s, t) = f(s + t, t)

where

Fi(x, y) = F(x, y - x) in S: 0 á x ^ y,

Fi(x, y) = 0, 0 ^ y < x,

and Z{ Fi} converges boundedly for %,(s+t) ><rB, ̂ (Z) >t0. Setting
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/* x /* m
Vi(u, y)du =   I    F(u, y — u)du

o Jo

where m = min (x, y), it follows from Theorem 2.9 that

f(s + t, I)
i>i(s, I) = ■-—-—■

s

where L{ V2] converges /-boundedly for <R.(s)>0, cRfs+t)><io, <R(/)>r0. By

Theorem 4.3, if we set

V3(y) =  j    F(u, y - u)du,
J o

then Lt{ V3} converges for r>max (<r0, r0) and

Lt{V3) =/(/,/).

Hence, for 'R.(s) >0, <r\.(/) >max (ff0, r0), L{ V3] converges /-boundedly and

. ÄU)
v3(s, t) =-

s

A combination of these results yields for 5^(s)>0, £r\(/)>max (<r0, t0),

(4.25) Vi(s, t) =-■-
s

where

(4.26) F4(x, y) = -  f  F(u, y - u)du, 0 g x g y,

F4(x, y) = 0, 0 ú y < x,

and the convergence is /-bounded.

5. Convolutions and products of transforms. It is easy to determine the

transform of a function F(x, y) =G(x) -H(y) when the one-dimensional trans-

forms h(s) and g(t) exist for 5\(s)><r0, and <Ri(t)>To, respectively. If (s, t)

GZ>(<70; to), then

L{f\  =    lim     Ç   dx f   e->x-tyH(x)G(y)dy

=    lim       f   e-«^(x)áx|     j    e-'"G(y)<íyl

exists and/(s, /) =h(s) -g(t). The convergence is bounded since in one dimen-

sion convergence implies bounded convergence.

Consider, for example, the function
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F(x, y) = xayß (a > - 1, ß > - 1)

in Q. That fôe-'xxadx converges absolutely to T(a + í)/sa+l for í<(s)>0,

a> — 1 is well known. By the above L {F} converges absolutely in D(0 ; 0) and

fis, 0 =
T(a + \)Y(ß + 1)

From Corollary 4 of Theorem 4.2 we have:

Theorem 5.1. Assume that a, b, c, d are non-negative constants with A;¿0

and that p and q are complex. Given F(x, y) =H(x)G(y), define W as in (4.18).

If L,{h\ converges for a>ao, L\g\ converges for t>t0, then L{w\ converges

boundedly for every (s, t) such that %(as+bt+p)>a0, cK(cs+dt+q)>T0, and

w(s, t) =h(as+bt+p)g(cs+dt+q).

In particular, if a>0, ô>0, the function

W(x, y) =

in y = — x 2; 0,
a

in — x > y ^ 0
a

has the transform

w(s, t) = h(as + bl)g(t)

provided that %.(as+bt) ><r0, <Rft) >t0.

Similarly, for a>0, ô>0 the function

JF(x, y) =

Tff(f)c(*-7») in — x ^ y 2: 0,
a

in y > — x ?; 0
a

has the transform

w(s, I) = h(as + bl)g(s)

provided that î^.(s)>r0, £rv(as+ô/)>(r0. Application of Theorem 5.1 to the

function F(x, y) =x"yß leads to a function IF whose transform is

r(«+ i)-r()3 + i)

(as + bl + />)a+1(cs + dt + qY+i

an important function because its denominator is a product of powers of

linear functions of s and /.

From the above we see that the transform of a product of a function of x
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by a function of y is the product of the transforms. In general, however, the

transform of a product of two functions of x and y is not the product of their

transforms. However, the latter is the transform of a "convolution function."

The natural extension of the one-dimensional convolution is Fi * F2 = C

where

(5.1) C(x, y) =   I      Fi(u, v)F2(x — u, y — v)d(u, v)
J Rxy

and the following theorem concerns its transform (n).

Theorem 5.2. If L \ Fi J converges boundedly and L\F2\ converges absolutely

in D(ffo; To) or if L{Fi\ converges s-boundedly and L{F2) converges t-boundedly,

then Z,{Fi*F2} converges boundedly in D(c; d) where c = max (<r0, 0), d

= max (t0, 0), and

(5.2) L{Fi*F2\ =L{Fi}-L{F2\.

Proof. We first establish the theorem under the hypothesis : (a) L {Fi}

and L[ F2] converge absolutely at (s, /). Because of the absolute convergence

we can write fif2 as a four-fold integral which converges absolutely.

Ms, »Ms, t) =   I   e~'^x'^^y+y'^Fi(x, y)F2(x', y')d(x, y, x', y')
J T

where T: O^x, y, x', y'< <». Under the linear transformation x = u, y = v,

x' = w — u, y' = z—v with determinant +1 the region T—>T' where T': O^w

<oo, 0gz<oo, O^mIîo, O^v^z. Hence,

fi(s, t)f2(s, t) =   I     e~sw-tzFi(u, v)F2(w — u, z — v)d(u, v, w, z)
J T'

where this integral converges absolutely and so can be written as a repeated

integral in any order. Therefore,

Ms, t)Ms, t)

=  I «-•»-<.     j      Fi(u, v)F2(w — u,z— v)d(u, v)   d(w, z) = l{c)

which establishes (5.2) under hypothesis (a).

Now let L {Fi} converge boundedly and L [ F2} converge absolutely in

D(<r0; to). If we set 3>(x, y) =f$$)Fi(u, v)d(u, v). Z{$} converges regularly in

D(c; d) and sUp(s, t) =/i(s, /). Since F2 and <3? satisfy hypothesis (a), on setting

H=F2*$,L{h} converges absolutely in D(c;d) a.ndh(s,t)=f2(s,t)(p(s,t). But

(u) Formula 5.2 was established by Amerio under the first hypothesis given in the theorem

using a different proof. P. 729.
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/> x p y p (x,»)du I   F2(u, î))$(x — u, y — v)dv =   j C(w, z)d(w, z)
0 J 0 J (0,0)

where the second equality can be shown by making suitable transformations.

Since L{ I F2| } converges to A and |4>(x, y)\ ^Me'x+TV in D(c; d),

/(x,y) \F2(u, v) I e'<*-">+'(f-'>d(w, v) è MAe*x+Ty.
(0,0)

Hence, by Corollary to Theorem 2.9, Z,{C} converges boundedly and c(s, t)

= sth(s, t)=stf2(s, t)<p(s, /) =/i(s, t)f2(s, t) in D(c; d), which establishes the

theorem under this hypothesis.

Let Z{Fi} converge s-boundedly and L{F2\ converge /-boundedly in

D((To', To). Then, on setting 0 =flFi(u, y)du and ^ =jlF2(x, v)dv, by Theorem

2.8 L{®} and L{ty} converge regularly in D(c; d) and/i(s, /) =sd(s, t),f2(s, t)

= /i?(s, /) sothat/i(s, t)f2(s, t) =std(s, t)$(s, t)=stk(s, t) where K = & *V by the

first part of the theorem. If (s, t)(E.D(c;d), there exists (<r2, r2) with c<a2<a,

d<T2<T.

/> (x,y) e.,¡u+r2ve^(X-u)+r(v-v)d^Uí j,)

(0,0)

á MiM2e°x+Ty/[(o- - <t2)(t - t2)] = Me"x+TV.

One shows that K(x, y)=f¡o'fi)C(w, z)d(w, z) and, hence, Z{C} converges

boundedly and c(s, t) =stk(s, t) =/i(s, t)f2(s, /).

If a>0, o>0, the function H(x, y) =fx,aQ(u)du for x/a^y/b and H(x, y)

=fv/"Q(u)du for y/b^x/a may be conveniently written H(x, y)=foQ(u)du

where w = min(x/a, y/b). Indeed the same notation can be used for a^0,

6St0 if we understand m = x/a when 6=0 and m=y/b when a = 0.

Corollary. Let LIP} converge boundedly in D(a0; t0) and Lt{G} converge

absolutely for t>tu Given a£t0, 6>0, let S be the set of points: x?î(a/o)ySï0

and define W(x, y) = (l/ô)G(y/o) in S, W(x, y) =0 inQ-S; let C=F*W. Then

(5.3) C(x, y)=   f   dV f   F(S -ar,,y- br,)G(V)dÇ.
Jo J aii

On setting

(5.4) <r2 = max (<r„, 0, n/(a2 + Ô2)1'2),   t2 = max (r0, 0, n/(a2 + 62)1'2),

L{ C} converges boundedly to c(s, t) =g(as+bt)f(s, t)/s in D(<r2; r2).

Proof. For <r>0, t>ti the double transform Lie] converges absolutely

to g(t)/s. Then by Corollary 4 to Theorem 4.2 the function W has the double

transform w(s, t) =g(as+bt)/s where the convergence is absolute for all (s, /)

such that <r>0, ao-+ôr>ri; in particular, it holds in the region D(t3; t8)
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where r3 = max (0, Ti/(a2+o2)1/2). Applying Theorem 5.2 to C=F* W, we ob-

tain the formula for c(s, /).

Formula (5.3) follows from the definition of the convolution.

Amerio(12) has defined the "convolution about an axis" which we give in

our notation. The function F = G*bF is defined by

/m / x     y\
F(x - ar¡, y - br))G(v)dri, m = min I —, — 1,

where a and b are non-negative constants, not both zero.

Theorem 5.3. LetL{F\ converge boundedly in D(o-0;t0) and let Lt{G) con-

verge absolutely for r>n. Then L{G*tF} converges boundedly to p(s, t) in

D(o~2', t2) where a2 and t2 are defined in (5.4) and

(5.6) p(s, t) = g(as + bt)f(s, t).

Proof. Let o>0, F(x, y), and m be defined as in (5.5) and m'

= min (X/a, y/b). The set Fj: (O^x^X; O^rj^m) is the same as the set

F2: (O^ij^m'; arj^x^X) since a point (x, v¡) satisfying each set of in-

equalities can be shown to satisfy the other. Therefore, from (5.3)

/» X /» X /» m
P(x, y)dx =1     dx I    F(x — at), y — bt])G(r¡)dr]

o J o        J o

/, m' t% X
d-n  I     F(x — ar\, y — br¡)G(ri)dx = C(X, y).

0 J av

We have p(X, Y; s, t)=fYdyfxdxf0ne-'x-'yF(x-ar¡, y-b7])G(r¡)dn. But

the set R3: (O^x^X; O^yg F; Oarç^m) can also be written F4: (O^rj

¿m" = m'm (X/a, Y/b); arj^x^X; brj^y^ Y); one proves this by showing

that a point (x, y, 77) satisfying one set of inequalities satisfies the other set

also. Therefore,

/, m" p X p Ydr, I     dx I    F(x - ai?, y - ô^e-1-'
0 «/aii ««/ fcij

vG(ri)dy.

Setting x' = x — arj, y' =y — brj, we obtain

G(v)dv I        dx' I        e-.tx'+a.i)-«!/'-«,)^', y)¿y
0 J 0 » 0

r(M+l,)«(ii)/(I - a??, F - 077; s, t)dv.
0

Let (s, OG-DOr«.; r2). Since FJFJ converges boundedly and acr-|-or>Ti,

(") Amerio, p. 725. He established Theorem 5.3 using a different proof.
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e-("+^i\G(v) I dr, = Mi for all (X, F).
o

By Corollary to Theorem 2.9, L{P} converges boundedly, L{c\ converges

/-boundedly, and p(s, t)=sc(s, t) in D(a2; t2). By the preceding corollary

p(s,t)=g(as+bt)f(s,t).
When ß>0, b = 0, a parallel proof establishes the result.

When G(y) = l, then g(t) = 1// for t>ti = 0 and (5.4) becomes: cr2

= max (<r0, 0) =c, r2 = max (t0, 0) =d. Thus we have:

Corollary. If L{f\ converges boundedly in D(ffo, t0), then for a and b

non-negative and not both zero, set V(x, y)=f0nF(x — ar¡, y — brj)dr¡, m

= min (x/a, y/b). Then L { V\ converges boundedly for (s, t) ÇzD(c; d) and v(s, t)

=/(s, t)/(as+bt).

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.2 and the example considered

at the beginning of this section, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 5.4. Let L{f] converge boundedly at (so, to) and set c= max (ff0, 0),

¿ = max (to, 0). Then for all (s, /)GZ>(c; d), L{$aß} converges boundedly and

f(s, t)
*«*(*■ 0 = ^^17" ' a> - l,ß>  - X,

where

<i>aß(x, y) = —— j      F(u, v)(x - u)a(y - v)»d(u, v).

T(a + l)T(/3 + X)J Rxy

6. Transforms of difference quotient type. There is no function F(x, y)

such that LIP] converges boundedly at a finite point (s0, to) to l/(s —/).

For suppose there were such a function and assume further that %.(ta) ̂ îl(so).

The point (/o+l, /o + l) lies in the region of bounded convergence since

IR.(/o + l)>îl(/o)èîl(so) and cR,(to + X)>i{(to). However, l/(s-/) is not even

defined at this point.

Certain functions of s and /, when combined properly with l/(s —/), do

result in transforms as we shall show. The corresponding functions of x and

y are integrals of a type important in partial differential equations.

Theorem 6.1. Let L{f} converge boundedly at (so, to) and set â

= max (¡To, To). For (s, t)ÇzD(à; a) define

.     '      f(s, 0 - /(/, /)
,, ,, y(s,t)=-> s ¿¿ t,
(6.1) s — /

y (s, t) = /.(/, 0- s = /,
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w    •      Äs, 0 - f(s, s)
X(s, /)  = -) t 5¿ S,

(6.2) t- s

Us, O = fi(s, s), t = s.

FAera y(s, /) =Z {T} arad \(s, /) =Z {A} converge boundedly in D(d; à) where

(6.3) T(x, y) = -  f  F(x + 3, y - z)dz,
J o

(6.4) A(x, y) = -  f  F(x - z, y + ?)<fe
«/ 0

Proof. Let F4(x, y) be defined as in (4.26). Then Z{ F4} converges

boundedly and its transform is given by (4.25) in ^(s) >0,5((i)>max (a0, to).

By Corollary 4 to Theorem 4.2, since F4(x, y)=0 in 0^y<x, the function

W defined by W(x, y)=V¿x, y+x) = — fx+xF(u, y+x — u)du = T(x, y) has

the double transform i>4(s — /, t) = [f(s, /)—/(/, t)]/(s — t)=y(s, t) where the

convergence is bounded for ^(s —/)>0, 1{(t) > max (cr0, r0), that is, for <R,(s)

>T<(/)>max (<t0, To).

In an analogous fashion one shows that M(x, y) =0 for y èx^O, M(x, y)

= flF(x — v, v)dv for x>y^0 has the double transform m(s, t) = [f(s, s+t)

—f(s+t, s+t)]/t in the region <r\.(s)>max (o0, t0), 'R.(/)>0. Therefore,

y(s, t) = -m(s, t-s)  =Z,{r} for %(t)><R¿s) >max (<r0, t0).

Consider any (s, /)GZ>(<j; i). There is a point (si, /i) such that <r<ai<ff,

à<Ti <r, and <ti>tu By the first part of the proof L {T} converges boundedly

at (si, /i) and, hence, by Theorem 2.1, at (s, /). Thus Z{r} =7 (s, t) exists

in D(â; a) and by the same theorem is an analytic function there. We know

that y(s, t) =y(s, t) when 5^(s) 7¿%(t). The analyticity of 7 insures that the

formula holds also for'R/s) =%.(t), s^t. Finally, for s = t, y(t, t) = lims,i7(s, /)

= lim.,t7(s,/)=/,(/, /).

The second part can be obtained from the first by proper interchange of

variables.

Corollary. Let L{f\ converge boundedly in D(o~o\ to). Define for m>0, p

complex, and (s, i)G5(o-0, r)

,    rt      Äs, t) - f(mt + p,t)
yi(s,t)=-> s^mt + p,

(6.5) s — ml — p

7i(s, /) = f.(mt + p,t), s = mt + p,

and for (s, /)GZ>(¿r; t0)

f(s, I) - f(s, ms + p)
•• \i(s, t) =-> t^ms + p,

(6.6) t — ms — p

\\(s, i) = ft(s, ms + p), i — UM -*- *.
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where â = max (<r0, [r0— <R.(p)]/m), r = max (t0, [o-0—%.(p)]/m). If

/< vim e~"zF(x + z, y - mz)dz,
o

/i xl m
e~pzF(x - mz, y + z)dz,

0

then Z{Ti} =7i(s, /) and Z{Ai} =Xi(s, /) where the convergence is bounded in

Dfar+^p); t) and D(ä; mä+'RXp)) respectively.

Proof. Set r(s, /) =/(s, (t-p)/m). For %.(s) ><r0, %(t)>mT0+cK(p), ir(s, t)

= L {Fi} where Fi(x, y) = mF(x, my)epv by Corollaries 2 and 3 to Theorem 4.2.

Setting o-2 = max (a0, mro+^p)) and

7r(s, /)   -  T(t, t)
C(s, t)  = -, S 7* t,

S — t

c(s, t) = ir,(t, t), s = /,

we find that Z{ C) =c(s, t) in D(a2; o-2) where C(x, y) = —JqF^x+z, y — z)dz.

By definition c(s, mt+p) is given by (6.5) and the complex linear transforma-

tion yields 7i(s, t)=L{Ti}.
To prove the second part of the corollary, use the first result to obtain the

function whose transform is yi(t, s), interchanging the first and second vari-

ables in F.

Theorem 6.2. Let L{f} converge boundedly in D(cr0; to) and define a func-

tion 7„ for m>0, p complex, n a positive integer, and (s, t)ÇLD(oo\ t) by the

formulas

«-i   i
f(s, t) -T, —fÁnit + p, t)(s -ml- pY

.. n.      yn(s, t) =->    s j¿mt + p,
(6.9) (s - mt- p)"

1
yn(s, t) = —fan(mt + p, t), s = mt + p,

ni

where f = max (t0, [<r0— %.(p)]/m).

Then in D(a0; t)

7«-l(s, /)   -  7n-l(»»/ + p,t)
Tn(s, /) =-> s ?¿ mt + p,

s — mt — p
(6.10)

dy„-i |
7n(s, /)   =

ds
s = mt + p,

8=mt+p

on setting yo(s, t)=f(s, t). Furthermore, in D(m?+%,(p); t) Z,{rn} converges
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boundedly to yn(s, t) where

(— J)«        p Vl m

(6.11) r„(x, y) =- I       e~»zF(x + z, y — mz)zn~ldz.
(n — l)!«/o

Proof. Since D(o-0; t)QD(<t0; t0), f(s, t) is analytic and so has partial

derivatives of all orders in Z>(<7o; f). Hence, the functions defined by (6.9) all

exist. For w = 1, (6.10) follows from the definitions of 71 and 70.

If we substitute the Taylor's expansion of f(s, t) about s = mt+p in the

numerator of (6.9), we see that for s^mt+p

(6.11a)     y„(s, t) = J^ ~ fsi(mt + p, t)(s - mt - py-"      (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).
i=n    »1

We note that this formula also holds for s = mt+p, from the second part of

(6.9). Furthermore, since the limit of the right-hand side, as s—>mt+p, exists

and equals M(mt+p, t)/n\, lims<m(+p 7„(s, /) exists and equals y„(mt+p, /).

Suppose raä2 and s^mt+p. Then from (6.11a)

7„_i(s, /) — y„_i(w/ + p, t)

s — mt — p

A   1 1
Z —f.<mt + p, t)(s -mt- py-"+i --— M-i(mt + p, t)

,w-i »! (n — 1)1

s — mt — p

=   Z — /.•(»»< + p, t)(s -mt- py-" = yn(s, t)

which is the first part of (6.10). On taking the limit as s-^mt+p, it follows

that 07„-i/r3s|,_m¡+í, exists and equals yn(mt+p, t) which is the second part

of (6.10).
By the previous corollary, for ra = l, Z{r„} converges boundedly to

7„(s, /) in D(mr+1{.(p); 7). Assume that this statement holds for n = k.

Using yic(s, t) as/(s, /) of the previous corollary, we find that 7*+i(s, /) =L { V]

in D(mf+cB<(p); -.) where

/» ylm e-rtn (x + £, y - mZ)d£.
0

Substitution for T* yields

/> vim           r- (_]^*   p (y—mi)lm

e-Pi   - j e-pzF(x+£+z, y-m£-mz)zk-1dz \d%
0 L(k—l)lJo J

(-1)*+1 r
=- I    e-p<-t+z)F(x+t+z, y—m£-mz)zk-1d(£, z)

(k-X)\ Js„
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where 5„: 0^¿í=y/m,  0^z^(y — m^)/m.  On  making  the transformation

£ = »/ — w, z = w, we see that V(x, y)=r;t+i(x, y), the last equality resulting

from performing the integration with respect to w. Hence, L {T„ } converges

boundedly to yn for n = k + X and by induction for all ra.

We now apply the last two theorems to F(x, y) = H(x).

Theorem 6.3. Let L,{h] converge for <Rfs)>oi and define in D(oi; <7i)

A(í) - h(t)
w(s, /) = -> S 9e I,

(6.12) s-t

a(s, t) = h'(t), s = /.

Then u(s, t) =L { Q} where

(6.13) Q(x, y) = - H(x+ y)

and the convergence is bounded in D(ô; à) where <r = max (<r\, 0).

Proof. Let F(x, y)=H(x); then L{f) converges to h(s)/t in D(ai\ 0). If

ff = max (iti, 0), define in D(â; à)

,     ,      fis, t) - f(t, t)      h(s) - hit)
7(5,0--;--—-—' S9£l,

s — t t(s — l)

y(s, l) = /.(/, /) = h'(l)/t, s = /.

By Theorem 6.1, y (s, t) is the double transform of

/» y p vF(x + z, y - z)dz = -   I    H(x + z)dz
o J 0

in D(â; à) and by definition of co, y (s, t) =w(s, /)//.

Let G(x, y) = —H(x+y) and T(x, y) =JoG(x, z)dz. Since Lt{H} converges

for a><ri, \fxH(u)du\ ^Me'x for a>â. Therefore, \V(x, y)\ =\fxx+vH(u)du\

^ M[e"(-x+y)+e''x]^2Me''x+''y lor a>â. Hence, by Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.8,

Z{g} converges /-boundedly and g(s, /)=/ y(s, /)=w(s, /) in D(â; à).

Theorem 6.4. Let Ls[h] converge to h(s) for %,(s) >au and define a function

ionfor m>0, p complex, n a positive integer and (s, /)GZ>(<ri; t) by the formulas

n-l     J

Ks) — Z — h(i)(mt + p)(s — mt — p){

uJs, t) =-— >        s t¿ mt + p,
(6.14) (s-mt- pY

1
<a„(s, I) = — hM(mt + p), s = mt + p,

ra!

where r = max (0, [<Ji — cRfp)]/m), i = max (0, oi).
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Then in D(&i; f)

w„_i(s, /) — con_i(wi/ + p, t)
wn(s, I) =-) s j¿ mt + p,

s — mt — p
(6.15)

OÜ>„-l

wn(s, t)
tt+pds

where (¿o(s, t)=h(s) and ra = l, 2, 3, • • • .  Furthermore, in

Z>(¿;max(0, [à - %.ip)]/m))

L {Í2„} converges boundedly to oin(s, /), where

s = ml + p,

(6.16) On(x, y) = ^T,b(x + —V"»"
W(ra — 1)!     \ w/

Z/con is defined as in (6.14)

1 dn~l03

<¿n(s,  t)   =-
(ra - 1)!    a/"-1   s=mt+p

Proof. Let F(x, y)=H(x). Then Z{f} converges to f(s, t)=h(s)/t in

D(ui; 0). Defining yn(s, /) as in (6.9), we see that

(6.17) yn(s,t) = unis,t)/t

for <RXs)><ru <R.(t)>f, and ra = 0, 1, 2, • • • . By Theorem 6.2 formulas (6.10)

hold in Z>((Ti; f); substituting from (6.17) one obtains (6.15). Furthermore,

(— J)"        p Vim

r»(x, y) =- I        e-"zH(x + z)zn~1dz
(ra — 1) ! J o

and Z{r„| converges boundedly to w„(s, /)// in D(mT+%_(p) ; r).

But r„(x, y) =flQn(x, z)dz where £2„ is defined as in (6.16). By Theorem

6.3, w(s, /) =L{ fi} in Z)(¿; <r) where Q(x, y) = —ZZ(x+y). By Corollary 4 to

Theorem 4.2, Wi(s, /) =co(s, ?ra/+£)=Z{ñi} in Z>(â; \â—%_(p)]/m) where

fii(x, y) = -(l/m)ZZ(x+y/w)e-I,I'/m in Q.

By Theorem 2.1(e), d^u^s, /)/d/n-'=Z{F} where F(x, y)

= ((-1)"/w)ZZ(x+y/w)y"-1e-í'!'/m+íra"-1(ra-l)!í2„(x,y).Sincer)B-1wi(s,/)/r)/n-1

= m"~Icoí»-i(s, mt+p), it follows that Z{fi„} converges boundedly to

(l/(ra-l)!)w,»-i(s, mt+p)=k(s, t) in D(¿; [â-%fp)]/m). Hence, Z.{Tn}

converges s-boundedly in D(i; max (0, [à—cK(p)]/m)) and

¿(s, /) = tyn(s, /) = un(s, /).

7. Partial fractions expansions. Partial fractions play an important role

in the solution by transforms of ordinary differential equations, but they do

not enjoy a parallel significance in partial differential equations where the
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prescribed values are arbitrary functions. We present two theorems indicat-

ing the type of result obtainable.

Theorem 7.1. Let f(s, t)=p(s, t)/q(s, t) where p(s, t) and q(s, t) are poly-

nomials in s and t and q(s, t) has the form

(7.1) q(s, t) = (s + ait)(s + a2t) ■ ■ ■ (s + aj),

the a.'s being positive and distinct. Hence, f is defined everywhere except along

the sets s+a,/=0. Assume further that p(s, t) does not have any (s+a,/) as a

factor and that the degree of p(s, t) in s and t is at least two less than that of q(s, /).

Set

n-2

Pis, 0 - Z       otiisH',
(7.2) i.*-»«*/*-.

m

r»(*) = Z aí,.m-3,(-a¡0p (0 = m S » - 2),
p—O

and

q(s) = g(s, 1) = (s + ai)(s + a2) ■ ■ ■ (s + an).

Thenf(s, t)=L{F} in D(0; 0) where

AT      !       VZ \y-akx\r~\
(7.3) F(x,y) = Z\—--E^W--—-

fc_il_g (— ak) r=0 r\       A

and {y — akx\ has the interpretation \y — akx\ =0 when y<akx and {y — akx\

= y — aicX when y>akx.

Proof. Holding / fixed and expanding/ by partial fractions, we can write

for s+an/5¿0

H    A       V     Ch(t)
fis, 0 = 2,

h=i   s + aht

where Ckit)=pi — akt, t)/q,i — akt, t). From (7.1) we see that

«
q*i-akt, 0 =    II    O- - a*)'""1 = q'(-ak)tn~x

t—i,«««*

and from (7.2) that

n—2 n—2

p(-akt,t)= Z        au(-aktyv = Z        «¿/(-a*)*/*'
»,3=0,t+ján—2 •',;=0,t'+;'án—2

= £r-(*)<".
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Thus

Z r„(A)<»

(7.4) /(,, /) = Z   _,,    ""'     u   7     a for s ^ - aht
*_i q'(-ah)t"-1(s + aht)

and in particular this holds for all (s, /) in Z>(0; 0). If p is a positive integer,

l/t"(s+att) is the transform of {y-a*x}"-V(ju-l)! for (s, /)GZ>(0; 0). Thus

we find that/(s, t)=L{F} in Z>(0; 0) where F is defined by (7.3). This func-

tion takes a step at each of the ra rays y = akx.

We proceed to show the effect of a repeated linear factor.

Theorem 7.2. Let fis, t) =/>(s, /)/g(s, /) where pis, t) and qis, t) are poly-

nomials in s and t and qis, t) has the form

qis, t) = (s + at)ris + ajO(j + <ht) • • • (i + a»0 (r > 1; ra = 2)

a// /Ae a's fre¿rag positive and distinct. Assume further that p(s, t) does not have

s+ait or s+at as a factor and that the degree of p(s, t) is at most ra —2. Set

n-2

Pis, t) -        Z       ocijsH'
i, j'b=0 , t+ i^ n—2

a«¿ define q(s) and Tm(k) as in (7.2). Then

fis,t) =L{F)

in Z)(0; 0) where

r„_m_2(A) r    [y - ahx]m+r

a_i m„o   a( — ah)   L_(»» + r)!(a- aA)r

(7-5) f ,
» \y — ax\m+kxr~k        1

" ¿I («+ A)!(r- *)!(«-a»)*-1.]'

Proof. Let <p(s, t) = (s+at)rf(s, t)=p(s, t)/(s+ait) ■ ■ • (s+aj). Since </>

is just the/of Theorem 7.1, formula (7.4) holds with <p instead of/. From this

one obtains, on differentiating A times with respect to s (O^A^r —1) and

then substituting s= —at,

l - t-2    rm(A)/'»-»-*
A kit) =—ê,*(-at, t) =  - Z Z —

A! h-im-o q'( — ah)(a — ah)k

As in the previous theorem

Z rm(h)tm
—   **

Ch(t) = pi-otf, t)/q,i-akt, t)
ia - an)'g'(-a„)/"+r-1
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Expansion in partial fractions holding / fixed yields

fis, 0 = 2- —;—- + Z
,1  s + aht       k=o (s + at)r'k

Substituting from the above and using the fact that for a positive integer

p, i/t"is+at)h is the transform of xh-1{y-ax}"-1/ih— 1) lip— 1) ! in Z>(0; 0), we

obtain (7.5).
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